COMMentary P aediatricians and neonatologists do not yet know whether they should start stabilising preterm infants in less or more oxygen, and this paper does little to change that. Two hundred and fifty-three babies were randomised in two trials, which seem to have been powered on measures of oxidative stress. Detailed 2-year follow-up shows no difference in their developmental attainment. However, this study is underpowered to exclude a difference in longer term functional and educational outcomes-in part because it is increasingly clear that outcomes at 2 years predict long-term function only imprecisely.
What should we do when faced with a very preterm infant at birth? There are plenty of reasons to believe we should avoid using 100% oxygen. Current guidelines recommend starting with air, and titrating oxygen administration according to oxygen saturation ranges derived from well babies-most of whom were not preterm. 1 2 However, these guidelines are not universally implemented-and a minority of clinicians still feel that using oximeters in delivery suite is inappropriate, even though they demonstrably provide a convenient measure of heart rate even then utility of saturation data is doubted. 3 An important question, faced with a baby whose oxygen saturation is not 'normal', is whether increasing the oxygen or the level of breathing support or both or neither is the appropriate initial response.
Published studies suggest that starting stabilisation in either higher or lower oxygen might lead to better outcomes. Fewer babies in the trials, described by this paper, whose stabilisation started in less oxygen died, but it would be a mistake to overinterpret this finding, which may have occurred by chance. Rather, it is appropriate to acknowledge that this is a 'known unknown', both in practise and in teaching. In the meantime, we have to do something, and many will stick to the guidelines. Publication of the forthcoming Cochrane Review will be an opportunity to see if we should move away from starting in air.
